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The present report shines a light on the challenging situation of human rights defenders (HRDs) in Asia. Based
on documentation by the Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development (FORUM-ASIA) of cases of HRDs,
it aspires to identify regional trends and patterns of violations and abuses against HRDs, and to illustrate the
restrictive and often dangerous environment in which many of them operate.
Since the report, which was published in 2015, ‘Defending in Numbers – Mounting Echoes of Muffled Dissent 20132014’, HRDs in Asia continue to face numerous threats and challenges because of their work both individually and
collectively. Threats, harassment, criminalisation, trumped-up charges, restrictive legislation and direct attacks
are part of their daily lives in many countries in the region. HRDs working in communities, pro-democracy and
youth activists and defenders working on freedom of religion and belief are particularly prone to harassment.
Today’s reality, in Asia, is that the safe space in which HRDs work is increasingly shrinking and constricting.
This has been demonstrated by: the continued arbitrary application
and misuse of laws; use of existing repressive laws; and introduction
of new legislation to criminalise legitimate activities of HRDs whilst
restricting freedom of expression, peaceful assembly and association.
This also includes the rights of HRDs to solicit, receive and utilise
resources for the purpose of protecting human rights or to receive
funding from abroad. Governments in Asia have gone through great
efforts to silence, restrict and discredit HRDs, especially those critical
of government policies. In addition, HRDs in the region increasingly face threats from non-state actors, with
authorities either being complicit or failing to take action to combat them.

Today’s reality in Asia
is that the safe space
in which HRDs work is
increasingly shrinking
and constricting.

Faced with these challenges, FORUM-ASIA found that defenders are deprived of full access to effective remedies.
The judiciary in many countries lacks independence and effectiveness in providing protection for HRDs. The same
applies to the National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) of the region. They often lack resources to fulfil their
role in promoting and protecting human rights, especially the rights of HRDs. Aside from national protection, or
lack thereof, Asia is the only region in the world where no regional human rights protection mechanism has been
established.
The only established human rights mechanism at the sub-regional level – the ASEAN Intergovernmental
Commission on Human Rights (AICHR) – has come under strong criticism as its representatives are Stateappointed. Since its establishment in 2009, its mandate is still limited to promotional activities, leaving HRDs in
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) without adequate protection when their Governments fail to
do so.

Between 2015 and 2016, FORUM-ASIA documented 554 cases of violations and abuses against
HRDs, as well as new instances of restrictive legislation and policies affecting civil society in Asia.
The documented violations and abuses range from: intimidation; threats; physical assault; arbitrary
arrest and detention; criminalisation; judicial harassment; disappearances; death threats; and killings
of human rights defenders as well as threats to members of their family.
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In 2015 and 2016, 36 cases, resulting
in 49 victims of killings of HRDs
were documented in 10 countries
in Asia. HRDs were intimidated into
silence by Governments, at times
in collusion with non-state actors,
such as corporations, through
the misuse of legal means. The
most common violations FORUMASIA documented over the past
two years were: the judicial
harassment and criminalisation
of legitimate activities of HRDs
(132 cases); and intimidation and
threats against HRDs (107 cases).
These were often accompanied by
arbitrary arrest and detention (87
cases), imprisonment (45 cases),
and enforced disappearances (11
cases). With laws that violated
fundamental freedoms used
against them, HRDs faced
troublesome times in jail as
fabricated charges, such as bribery,
criminal conspiracy, incitement
to commit a felony, corruption,
and terrorism resulted in lengthy
prison sentences.
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Other violations HRDs faced also
included: administrative harassment
(63 cases); physical assault (35
cases); censorship (27 cases);
inhumane treatment (17 cases);
and travel restriction (18 cases). It
is understood that these figures
only reflect a small fraction of the
situation on the ground.
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When it comes to the previously mentioned challenges, some HRDs are particularly vulnerable. They
include: community-based HRDs (124 cases); land and environmental rights defenders (48 cases); and
those who protect economic, social and cultural rights (ESCR) and labour rights (26 cases). The work of
community-based HRDs and land and environmental rights defenders are strongly connected to each
other.
The analysis of cases of violations and abuses against HRDs in the region shows a general trend of
regression in freedom of expression, peaceful assembly and association. Against this backdrop, prodemocracy activists (109 cases), and journalists and bloggers, who report on or write about human
rights violations (41 cases) and protestors (37 cases), often end up being targeted for exercising their
fundamental rights to freedom of expression. Freedom of religion activists also become one of the
targeted groups (10 cases).
Women promoting and protecting human rights accounted for many of the documented cases (111 cases).
It should be noted that this figure likely under represents the real number of women who are targeted.
Firstly, it is often difficult to determine the identities – and therefore the gender – of HRDs, particularly
when a violation involves large groups of HRDs. This results in a systematic underrepresentation of women
in case classifications. Secondly, and more importantly, women are the targets not only of conventional
abuses, but also of gender-related abuses, including sexual violence, which are often underreported.
Women are open to far greater risks when advocating and campaigning for human rights, mostly due to
cultural and religious norms, and patriarchal attitudes. Moreover, a lot of their work is on the grassroots
level, addressing human rights violations that directly affect their livelihoods or health. Consequently,
they might not be well-connected with existing national, regional or international networks.
Often, HRDs face threats from the very people who are supposed to protect them. Based on the 554
documented cases in 2015 and 2016, FORUM-ASIA found that perpetrators of violations against HRDs
most often are: the police; the Government; the judiciary; and armed forces. Law enforcement agencies,
in many countries are not held accountable, and oftentimes continue to violate human rights with
impunity.
The absence of political will of States to address such issues has not only created a hostile environment,
but has restricted democratic spaces for engagement and participation, which could otherwise offer
some protection to HRDs. 19 years since the adoption of the 1998 UN Declaration on Human Rights
Defenders, its principles have not been meaningfully acted upon by Asian States. As documented, some
States are moving in the opposite direction, applying repressive legislations and misusing them against
HRDs.
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Regional Trends of Violations and Abuses Against HRDs in Asia (2015-2016)
i.

Judicial harassment and criminalisation of HRDs and women human rights 			
defenders (WHRDs),

ii.

Increase in attacks and harassment against pro-democracy and youth 			
activists,

iii.

Perpetuation of attacks and harassment against land and environmental 			
HRDs,

iv.

On-going proliferation of repressive laws and policies that restrict HRDs 			
and civil society organisations (CSOs) from fully exercising their rights and 			
freedoms,

v.

Offline and online censorship, and

vi.

Restriction of fundamental freedoms in the pretext of religion or belief.
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Judicial Harassment and Criminalisation of HRDs & WHRDs
Judicial harassment is a tactic frequently used to delegitimise and undermine the work of HRDs. Laws,
administrative procedures and regulations are used to intimidate, harass, persecute or retaliate. In Asia,
HRDs are often targeted through legal actions based on frivolous grounds. This hints at a heightened
intolerance by States for public expressions of dissent.
FORUM-ASIA has documented the use of trumped-up charges against HRDs as broadly phrased as:
picking quarrels and provoking troubles; threatening national security; and conducting terrorist activities.
Allegations of fraud or receipt of illegal donations have also been made with the aim of delegitimising
and incarcerating HRDs.
Violation of the right to freedom of expression was the dominant theme across the region in 2015 and
2016. Violation of the right to freedom of assembly and association ranked second. Criminalising these
freedoms severely hinders the ability of HRDs to publicise their plight and push for change. By merely
exercising these rights, HRDs may find themselves: charged with defaming the authorities; put on trial;
placed in administrative detention; and/or held incommunicado for weeks before being formally charged.
The use of legislation to criminalise HRDs exercising their fundamental freedoms is a blatant attempt at
intimidating and silencing them.
In Cambodia, five HRDs – four senior staff members from the Cambodian Human Rights and Development
Association (ADHOC), Ny Sokha, Yi Soksan, Nay Vanda, and Lim Mony, and the Deputy Secretary-General
of the National Election Committee, and former ADHOC staff member, Ny Chakrya – have been in
detention since 28 April 2016 on trumped up charges of bribery. They were finally released on bail on 29
June 2017. The pre-trial detention of the five defenders, as well as the threats and intimidation of those
who have spoken out in their defence, has led to an increasingly repressive environment for freedom of
expression and sent a chilling message to the critics of the Government.

In South Korea, Sang-gyun Han, the leader of the
Korean Confederation of Trade Unions (KCTU), was
arrested in Seoul on 10 December 2015. The Court
found him guilty of violating the Assembly and
Demonstration Act and General Obstruction of Traffic
(Article 185 of the Criminal Code), and of inciting illegal
actions in 13 rallies in which he was involved. He was
sentenced to five years in prison for carrying out his
legitimate work as a labour rights activist and human
rights defender. In 2016, the sentence was reduced to
three years.
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In Malaysia, Maria Chin
Abdullah, leader of the
Coalition for Clean and Fair
Elections, also known as
Bersih, was arrested and
detained on 18 November
2016 under the Security
Offenses Special Measures
Act 2012 (SOSMA). This
is the first case where
Government
authorities
used SOSMA against a civil
society representative. She
was held in an undisclosed
detention centre in solitary
confinement, and denied
access to her lawyers and
family during the first 48
hours of her detention. It
was later reported that she
was kept in a 15 feet by eight feet windowless cell with no bed, concrete floors, and with two light bulbs
kept on all day and night.

In India, on 14 September 2016, prominent Kashmiri HRD Khurram Parvez was prohibited from leaving
India as he was about to travel to Geneva, Switzerland to participate in the 33rd session of the United
Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC). He was detained for one and a half hours at the airport, and
subsequently told that he would not be arrested, but would not be allowed to leave the country. Two days
later, police officers came to his home and arrested him without a warrant, which is allowed under the
Public Security Act. They took him to the police station, where he remained in arbitrary detention for 75
days.
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Increase in Attacks and Harassment against Pro-Democracy
and Youth Activists
Whilst growing authoritarian tendencies are taking root in Asia recently, civil society space is under greater
threat. States are redoubling efforts to stifle dissident, using such repressive tools and tactics as restrictive
laws, state terrorism charges, judicial harassment, arbitrary arrest and detention, and intimidation. In the
two years under review, FORUM-ASIA documented an increase of attack and harassment against prodemocracy and youth activists (159 cases).
Having grown up in a more liberalised world compared to current climate and having access to an
increasing variety of sources of information, a younger generation of HRDs is stepping up and demanding
more freedom and openness. Consequently, Governments of the region are unjustly targeting them to
supress their right to legitimate protest.
In Cambodia, Kem Ley, a prominent HRD, political
analyst, and a strong advocate for democracy,
good governance and human rights was shot
dead in the morning of 10 July 2016 at a gas
station coffee shop in Phnom Penh. Although the
perpetrator was arrested and sentenced to life
in prison on the main charge of premeditated murder, suspicions of political
motives underlying Kem Ley’s death are
strong. Authorities claimed the perpetrator
confessed, in a leaked video, to killing Kem Ley
over an unpaid debt, but Kem Ley’s wife has
vehemently denied that her husband had any
debts whatsoever. Before he was killed, Kem
Ley had commented on the business interests
and alleged corruption of Prime Minister Hun
Sen’s family, reportedly worth at least 200
million US Dollars.

In Burma/Myanmar, members of the umbrella
organisation for student unions, the All Burma
Federation of Students Union (ABFSU) were
severely repressed in March and April 2015. On
5 March 2015, students protesting the National
Education Bill in Yangon were beaten and
arrested by the police. On 10 March 2015, Phyoe
Phyoe Aung, General Secretary of the ABFSU,
was arrested at a protest against the same Bill in
Letpadan, along with approximately 126 other
students. The students were attacked when
they attempted to dismantle police blockades.
On 12 March 2015 two committee members of
ABFSU were detained, as part of an on-going crackdown on student protesters. On 8 April 2015, Po Po, a
member of ABFSU, was arrested at her home in Yangon.
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In Vietnam, Nguyen Van Dai, founder of
the Vietnam Human Rights Centre (VHRC)
and a well-known peaceful campaigner
for multi-party democracy, faced backlash
from the authorities for years because of his
legitimate work as a HRD. He was previously
detained for four years in prison, and was
under house arrest for four years on charges
of spreading propaganda against Vietnam.
In December 2015, he was brutally beaten by
the police and arrested, a week later, on the
same propaganda charges. In December 2016, his pre-trial detention was extended for a third time, since
his arrest. His colleague, Le Thu Ha, was also arrested on the same charges. If convicted, they face up to 20
years in prison.1
Since the 2014 coup in Thailand, student activists have been arrested, slapped with criminal charges, and
face lengthy prison sentences for peacefully demonstrating against the junta. On 24 June 2015, 14 students
from the New Democracy Movement (NDM) took part in a peaceful rally in Bangkok calling for an end to
military rule under the National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO). Two days later, they were arrested
for sedition under Article 116 coupled with Article 83 of the Penal Code, and violating NCPO Order 3/2015.
If found guilty, the 14 activists will face up to seven years in prison. In a related incident, Sirikan (June)
Charoensiri, the lawyer of the 14 students, is also facing judicial harassment and has been charged with
breaching Article 116 of the Thai Criminal Code, a “sedition”-type offence, and defying NCPO Order 3/2015
prohibiting the gathering of five or more people for political purposes. She will face trial in a military court
if indicted.

1

https://www.forum-asia.org/?p=19862
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Perpetuation of Attack and Harassment against Land and
Environmental HRDs
Land and environmental HRDs are often members of communities that are directly affected by land
exploitation and development projects. In 2015-2016, 188 cases of attacks and harassment against
environmental and land rights defenders, community-based HRDs, ESCR defenders, indigenous peoples
HRDs, and defenders working on corporate accountability were documented by FORUM-ASIA. It is
assumed that the actual number of violations and abuses is far higher as many of the groups and individuals
defending land and environmental rights live in rural areas, often isolated and with little resources and
access to have their voices be heard. This makes them particularly vulnerable to more violent violations,
such as the use of excessive force by police to stop them from attempting to lawfully and peacefully reappropriate their land. In 2015, Asia was the deadliest region for environmental HRDs, who accounted for
67 per cent of all killings of HRDs in this part of the world.2
In a significant amount of documented cases of violations and abuses against land and environmental
rights defenders, it has been difficult to determine the perpetrators. This is because the right to land and
a safe and healthy environment may compete with the economic interests of both States and business
corporations.
In the Philippines, two unidentified men
gunned down Gloria Capitan inside
her business establishment in Bataan
province on 1 July 2016. She died of
multiple gunshot wounds shortly before
arriving to the hospital. Capitan was
the president of a community-based
organisation, who led her community
in a series of protests against pollution
from an open coal storage facility located
closely to her neighbourhood. These
types of killings, targeting environmental
rights activists, have become routine in
a country where a culture of impunity
prevails for such assassinations.

In Indonesia, a 52-yearold villager named Salim
Kancil was tortured
to death by a group
of people, three days
after he staged a rally to
protest against an illegal
sand quarry operation
on Watu Pecak Beach by
the Head of Selok AwarAwar Village. The two
main perpetrators of the
killing were sentenced to
20 years imprisonment.

In Cambodia, Tep Vanny, one of the
country’s
most
vocal
land
rights defenders, was charged with
multiple fabricated charges, such as
“incitement to commit a felony” and
“intentional violence with aggravated
circumstances”. She has been in pretrial detention since August 2016, when
she was arrested for taking part in a
peaceful vigil to mark the 15th week
of the Black Monday campaign, a
weekly campaign to protest against
criminalisation of HRDs in Cambodia. Tep Vanny was sentenced to two-and-half years in prison on 23
February 2017.
2

https://www.protecting-defenders.org/sites/protecting-defenders.org/files/environmentaldefenders_0.pdf
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In Mongolia, the body of 27-year-old researcher
Lkhagvasumberel Tumursukh, also known as Sumbee,
was found floating in Lake Hovsgol on 11 November 2015.
Six days prior, Sumbee had left his home in Ulaanbaatar
to go to the South Gobi where he kept watch over 20
snow leopards he was researching for the Snow Leopard
Conservation Foundation. The police ruled it a suicide,
but suspicions on his cause of death remain. Sumbee
had previously been threatened, abducted and violently
attacked because of his work to preserve snow leopards in
areas of mining operation in Mongolia. 40 international researchers submitted a formal letter to members
of parliament and requested a formal inquiry into Sumbee’s death, which they deemed suspicious.3

In India, Abhay Sahoo, the President of the Posco Pratirodh
Sangarm Samiti (PPSS), an organisation defending the
rights of communities affected by the POSCO project, which
is constructing steel plant in Odisha, was unfairly arrested
three times for opposing the POSCO project. Previously,
he had been manhandled, assaulted and dragged to the
police station. In total, the police filed 63 cases against him.
In March 2017, POSCO, who headquartered in South Korea,
confirmed the withdrawal of its project by requesting Odisha
local government to take back the land transferred in its
name. The land will be under the control of Odisha Industrial
Infrastructure Development Corporation (IDCO). The
handover is worrying because the local government took over
the land, instead of returning the land to the villagers.

3

http://thediplomat.com/2016/02/mining-licenses-snow-leopards-and-a-mysterious-death/
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On-going Proliferation of Repressive Laws and Policies that
Restrict HRDs and CSOs from Fully Exercising Their Rights and
Freedoms
A common trend in the majority of countries in the region is the proposing or passing of legislation and
policies restricting civil society spaces and criminalising activities of HRDs and CSOs. Between 2015 and
2016, a total of 22 repressive laws and policies were introduced and enacted in Asia. Such legislation
ranged from the prohibition of political gatherings of more than five people, as in Thailand, to the recriminalisation of defamation, as in the Maldives.
In Cambodia, democratic space has been steadily shrinking ahead of the commune and national elections,
scheduled for June 2017 and July 2018 respectively. In the past two years, a series of repressive laws has
been enacted, including the Law on Associations and NGOs (LANGO), the Trade Union Law and the
Telecommunications Law. HRDs and CSOs are routinely subjected to notorious judicial harassment.
In Thailand, the Public Assembly Act entered into force in August 2015. It imposes severe restrictions on the
right to freedom of assembly, and gives authorities sweeping powers to ban public assemblies on vague
and arbitrary grounds. A public assembly that takes place without submitting an application for prior
approval or a public assembly banned by the authorities is regarded as unlawful, and results in criminal
liability. Failure to comply with the provisions of the law can result in disproportionately harsh penalties,
such as a prison sentence of up to 10 years or a fine of up to 5,800 US Dollars.
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In the Maldives, defamation was de-criminalised in 2009, but the Protection of Reputation and Freedom
of Expression Act enacted in August 2016 re-criminalised it. Monetary fines between 1,621 and 130,000 US
Dollars, or up to six months of imprisonment, can be imposed for expressing opinion against “any tenet
of Islam”, “threatening national security” or “contradicting general social norms”. Media professionals, if
found guilty, may face fines between 3,240 and 9,720 US Dollars for defamation. The fines severely exceed
the average income of most citizens, and reinforce self-censorship by media professionals.

In Pakistan, in August 2016, the Prevention of
Electronic Crimes Act (PECA) was signed into law.
This law empowers the State to crack down against
any online protests that it deems threatening,
and criminalises a wide range of online acts in
broad terms. It grants new sweeping powers to
the Pakistan Telecommunication Authority to
“manage intelligence” and to order the removal
or blocking of access to “any” information online
without a determination of its legality by a court.
The penalties for infractions are severe, and
include the ill-defined and dubiously conceived
act of “cyber-terrorism” which carries a maximum
penalty of death.

In Bangladesh, the Draft Digital Security Act 2016
is scheduled for enactment in 2017. The draft law
criminalises defamatory and anti-state statements
made online, and permits the prosecution of
anyone commenting in any critical way on the
“National Liberation War” of Bangladesh. If
passed, the law will allow suspected offenders to
be arrested without warrant and punishments of
up to 20 years of imprisonment. The law will also
extend to people outside of Bangladesh, if they are
viewed as threats to the national security or state
sovereignty of the country.

In Cambodia, LANGO gives the Government absolute control over civil society by imposing arbitrary,
restrictive and mandatory registration requirements on all domestic and international associations. Even if
registration is approved, organisations remain vulnerable to constant government oversight, harassment,
and even dissolution. Reporting requirements are very strict and frequent, placing an unreasonable
workload on CSOs, particularly on smaller and resource-scarce organisations. Groups unaligned with
the ruling Cambodian People’s Party or working on sensitive issues are unlikely to have their registration
approved. The Government may revoke registration or even dissolve an organisation at any time under
the Law’s broad phrasing.
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Offline and Online Censorship Continues
The last two years have seen a proliferation of attempts from Asian States to silence dissidents and
HRDs, both offline and online. Legislation aimed at consolidating state discretionary control over online
spaces, limiting freedom of expression, and legitimising digital surveillance and censorship without
accountability and transparency is now common practice in the region. Privacy online is more often than
not disregarded as authorities and enforcement agencies grant themselves the powers to indiscriminately
track activities of online users and remove or block contents at their discretion. These state-sponsored
attacks on freedom of expression online are deeply worrying since for many cyber space is the only place
to express opinions or dissent.
Threats and attacks against press freedom are also leading to an increase in the practice of self-censorship
for fear of reprisals or attacks by Governments and non-state actors. The media play a crucial role in
exposing abuses of power and human rights violations, whilst providing people and CSOs with a sounding
board for expressing concerns. Because of their work as watchdogs, journalists, bloggers and online
activists, they continue to be targets of violence and intimidation.
In Malaysia, Lena Hendry, former Programme Coordinator of Pusat
Komunikasi Masyarakat (Pusat KOMAS), has been facing legal harassment
since 2013 for screening the documentary “No Fire Zone: The Killing Fields
of Sri Lanka”. She was charged under the Film Censorship Act (2002),
and was initially acquitted in 2016 by the Magistrate Court. However, the
Malaysian High Court granted the appeal by the Prosecutors, and reversed
the acquittal. Lena was then convicted on 22 February 2017, and fined 2,000
US Dollars. Lena is the first HRD charged for screening a film in Malaysia.4

In Bangladesh, crackdowns against HRDs have intensified in 2015 and 2016, and culminated in the
brutal killing of six bloggers and online activists. The killing of bloggers and online activists constitutes an
alarming trend of violent intolerance towards those exercising their right to freedom of expression. Not all
perpetrators have been held accountable, and no credible investigations are underway according to civil
society groups in Bangladesh.
In Nepal, after 29 years of publication, the regional
journal Himal Southasian had to suspend its publication
from November 2016 due to administrative harassment
by regulatory state agencies in Nepal. The bureaucracy
paralysed the functioning of the journal through:
unreasonable delays in approving grants; denial to
renew or approve work permits for non-Nepali editorial
staff; and holding of the processing of payments to
contributors. Additionally, the founding editor of the
journal, Kanak Mani Dixit, was arrested for alleged
corruption, arbitrarily detained, and later released after the Supreme Court declared Dixit’s arrest illegal.
4
In Defence of Lena Hendry, Pusat KOMAS, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ppVycYi6Hg&list=UU38ICCMl3zQOTOuHDy
VQ4oA
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Restriction of Fundamental Freedoms on the Pretext of
Religion
Religious sensitivity is used to restrict freedom of expression in many Asian countries. The UN Special
Rapporteur on the right to freedom of religion or belief, Ahmed Shaheed recently reported an increase
in attacks and hate crimes by state and non-state actors. Several countries in Asia criminalise or restrict
legitimate expression on the pretext of blasphemy, religious hate speech or insult to religion and religious
sensitivities. Religious and sexual minorities, women, HRDs, artists and journalists are most at-risk of
being intimidated, harassed, physically attacked or killed for expressions deemed to violate religious,
moral or social prescriptions. Attacks against secular bloggers, online activists, journalists and lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, and/or intersex (LGBTI) activists in Bangladesh, and recent disappearances of
secular activists and dissidents in Pakistan show the gravity of these threats. Pervasive impunity for these
crimes emboldens perpetrators.
In Pakistan, Khurram Zaki, a Shia rights activist
and blogger who advocated for the rights of
religious minorities, was shot dead by unidentified
assailants in Karachi on 8 May 2016. He had led
a campaign seeking action against an influential
cleric of Lal Masjid in Islamabad, who was accused
of inciting religious hatred against minority Shia
Muslims. When a case was filed against the cleric,
Khurram Zaki started receiving death threats from
extremists groups. The Hakeemullah group, a
relatively unknown faction of the Pakistani Taliban,
claimed responsibility for the murder.

5

In Burma/Myanmar, the authorities arrested
28-year-old HRD Zaw Zaw Latt in July 2015 after
the Organization for the Protection of Race and
Religion waged a public campaign on social media
calling for Latt’s arrest. He faced charges under
Articles 17(1) of the Unlawful Association Act and
13(1) of the Immigration (Emergency Provisions)
Act. The charges stem from Latt’s participation
in a well-publicised interfaith peace delegation to
Kachin State in June 2013 organised by a prominent
Buddhist monk. The delegation travelled from
Mandalay to Laiza to deliver a Christian cross
and a statue of the Buddha in a call for interfaith
harmony.5

http://www.fortifyrights.org/publication-20160217.html
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In Indonesia, a local group named the Muslim Community and Student Alliance accused the organisers
of the ASEAN Literary Festival (ALF) of using their event to promote communist and LGBTI ideologies.
The local group urged the authorities to shut the festival down, which led the police to ask the organisers
to cancel discussions on the 1965-66 massacre and LGBTI issues. Despite the pressure, the organisers
maintained that the festival would continue as planned, and opened it on 5 May 2016. The local group
reacted by demonstrating at the festival, and the venue’s management decided to block access to one of
the workshops.6

In Vietnam, on 14 April 2016, Tran Thi Hong was abducted from her home and brought to the office of the
People’s Committee of Hoa Lu Ward, where she was interrogated and severely beaten by several alleged
plainclothes agents for three hours. The agents attempted to extract information about her meeting two
weeks earlier with the United States Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious Freedom. Hong is
a member of the Vietnamese Women for Human Rights (VNWHR) and the wife of imprisoned Lutheran
Pastor Nguyen Cong Chinh. On 30 March 2016, the same local authorities prevented Hong from attending
her scheduled meeting with the United States delegation. Several alleged plainclothes agents blocked her
from entering the building, and later beat her and forced her to return to her home.

https://asiancorrespondent.com/2016/05/indonesia-group-wants-literary-festival-cancelled-for-spreading-communist-andlgbt-values/#YU5WjlAzdp7BvfQD.97
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Methodology
Since 2010, the HRD Programme of FORUM-ASIA has been using an integrated database documenting
human rights violations and abuses against HRDs in Asia, as well as restrictive legislation and policies. The
information of cases documented can be consulted at asianhrds.forum-asia.org.
Cases are only documented in the database when:
(I)

The source of information is credible;

(II)

The HRD or group is named, the type of violation is specified, and the exact date and precise 		
location of the violation is documented;

(III)

As much as possible, there is biographical information about the HRDs or group, such as their 		
status as HRD, gender and where relevant, their ethnic or indigenous identity; and

(IV)

There is a clear, proximate and documented connection between the HRD’s work or status and the
violation.

In 2015 and 2016, FORUM-ASIA documented 554 cases of violations and abuses against HRDs, and 22
cases of the drafting or enactment of restrictive legislations and policies by Governments. Information
and cases were collected through various sources, namely: FORUM-ASIA members and partners; daily
media monitoring; communication reports of the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of HRDs; and
the UN Secretary-General’s report on reprisals for people cooperating with the UN, its representatives and
mechanisms in the field of human rights.
To identify patterns and trends, results were collated for the periods of 2013-2014 and 2015-2016, which
were compared and correlations established between violations and abuses against HRDs and their rights
and freedoms. In 2013-2014, the following trends were identified: criminalisation of freedom of expression
and freedoms of peaceful assembly and association; judicial harassment of HRDs; increase in attacks and
harassment of land and environmental rights defenders; reprisals against HRDs for engaging with UN
human rights mechanisms; legislation and policies aimed at restricting space for HRDs; and enforced and
involuntary disappearances and abductions. For 2015-2016, categories and terms of cases were modified
in order to optimise the case categorisation for better analysis.
Documented cases included in this analysis took place in following countries: Afghanistan; Bangladesh;
Burma/Myanmar; Cambodia; China; India; Indonesia; Timor Leste; Taiwan; Laos; Malaysia; the Maldives;
Mongolia; Nepal; Pakistan; the Philippines; Singapore; South Korea; Sri Lanka; Thailand; and Vietnam.
Cases included in this analysis occurred between 1 January 2015 and 31 December 2016. Violations which
began before the time period in question but saw significant new developments in the indicated period
were included in the population.
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Annex I
Index of terms and categories used for case encoding. One case may have more than one category.

Rights & Freedoms affected
Freedom of expression
Academic freedom
Internet freedom
Freedom of expression online
Media freedom
Civil society participation
Business and human rights
Cultural rights
Freedom of assembly
Freedom of association
Freedom of movement
Freedom of religion
Land rights
Minority rights
Protest
Right to access and communicate with
international bodies
Right to access to funding
Right to effective remedy
Right to fair trial
Right to education
Right to health
Right to healthy and safe environment
Right to housing
Right to information
Right to liberty and security
Right to life
Right to political participation
Right to privacy
Right to property
Right to protect reputation
Right to self-determination
Right to work
Transparency
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Nature of Abuses & Violations
Abduction
Arrest
Censorship
Criminalisation
Death
Death threat
Denial of effective remedy
Denial of fair trial
Deportation
Detention
Online attack and harassment
Enforced disappearance
Extrajudicial killing
Gender based violence
Arbitrary arrest and detention
Imprisonment
Inhumane treatment
Intimidation and Threats
Judicial harassment
Killing
Raid
Repressive legislation
Reprisal
Surveillance
Torture
Travel restrictions
Use of excessive force
Vilification
Violence
Administrative harassment
Illegal dismissal

HRDs
Pro-democracy activist
Student
NGO/NGO staff
Lawyer
Journalist
Environmental human rights defender
WHRD
Protestor
Social activist
Land rights defender
Community-based HRD
Blogger
Labour rights defender
Minority rights defender
Academic
LGBTI activist
ESCR defender
Family of HRD
Indigenous Peoples’ defenders
Corporate accountability defender
Right to Information activist
NHRI
Freedom of religion activist
Lawmaker

Perpetrators
Police
Government
Judiciary
Armed force
Unknown
State
Suspected State
Non-state
Non-state corporation
Non-state religious
Extremist group
Non-state unknown
Suspected non-state
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Annex II
List of (potential) repressive laws and regulations enacted in 2015 and 2016

No

Country

1
2

China

3

4

Vietnam

5

Bangladesh

6
7
8

Cambodia

9

10

Indonesia

11
South Korea
12
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Repressive Laws/ Regulations

Year of enactment/
amendment

Counter-Terrorism Law

2015

Cyber Security Law
Law on the Management of Foreign
Non-Governmental Organizations’
Activities within Mainland China
Public Security Minister General Circular No 13/2016/TT-BCA on “Regulations
on the duties of the People’s Security
forces in protecting Court hearings”
Foreign Donations (Voluntary Activities) Regulation Act
Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organizations (LANGO)
Law on Trade Unions
Law on Telecommunications
Education Ministry Directive (bans all
political activities at academic institutions in Cambodia)
Broadcasting Commission Circular Letter No. 203/K/KPI/02/16 forbids broadcasting agency to show LGBT-related
content.
Act on Anti-Terrorism for the Protection of Citizens and Public Security
Amendment to the Act on the Promotion of Newspaper

2016
2016

2016

2016
2015
2016
2015
2015

2016

2016
2015

No
13
14
15

Country
Malaysia

Maldives

16
17
Pakistan
18
19
20
21
22

Sri Lanka

Thailand

Repressive Laws/ Regulations

Year of enactment/
amendment

National Security Council Act

2016

Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA)

2015

Protection of Reputation and Freedom
of Expression Act
Prevention of Terrorism Act
Policy for regulation of International
Non-governmental Organizations
(INGOs) in Pakistan
Circular No. 02/2015 of the Securities
and Exchange Commission of Pakistan
(renewal of associations’operating
license)
Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act
Right to Information Act
Order Number 3/2558 (3/2015) of the
Head of the NCPO on Maintaining Public Order and National Security
Referendum Act

2016
2015
2015

2015
2015
2016
2015
2016
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